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A Note from the Executive Director
Mambo!
I cannot believe this is my 3rd annual update already. Time seems to
fly so fast; we do not seem to notice it. 2016 had been great; the
reward is truly in the journey and not just the destination. What I
truly love about our work is seeing a challenge, come up with an idea
to address it and then seeing that idea become useful. This is a daily
procedure for us. It is very empowering and we cannot pick better
inspiration to keep at what we do best. The ability to learn anytime,
anywhere, to juggle many responsibilities and overcoming challenges
is still delivering its promise.
The promise is
1. Every child deserves the right to education
2. Learning should be flexible, attentive to individual needs
3. Context is as important as content
4. An opportunity is the door to excellence

Quick Facts
∗

Shule Direct learning
content is now
available on Web,
LMS (Offline), Mobile
(SMS) and Android
Applications

∗

Our team has grown to
12 full time staff and
13 part time teachers

∗

Our subscriber base
has increased by over
72%

∗

Our Executive
Director has been
appointed member of
the World Economic
Forum’s Global Future
Council for Education,
Gender & Work

In a true user focused spirit, we have shared some stories from our
users on how Shule Direct has improved their learning outcomes.
We have thousands of testimonies coming in daily through our open
educational resource but each time I get to read them, the feeling is
the same. If the force of gravity were not so jealous, I would have
jumped as high as I could.
Notably, and a special shout out, goes to the over 5000 teachers who
have signed up on the web to access educational resources to teach
their students better. When you see an individual going beyond the
call of duty, it is always worth of applause.
The amazing team members at Shule Direct are my everyday heroes
who constantly seek to apply their knowledge, skills and expertise to
improve young people’s lives through our work. We have mastered
our differences and diversity to complement each other; this is a
space where a technical developer works next to a teacher and an
accountant. We believe in a holistic approach and the first user
experience test is always at our open plan office.
From us to you; thank you for being part of our journey, for letting
us serve you and together, to improve the state of education in
Tanzania. ASANTENI SANA
In service,

Faraja
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Products and Reach
Web and SMS
Shule Direct - No. 1 Students Web in
Tanzania
The open educational resource hosted at
www.shuledirect.co.tz is a learning platform
creating access to the entire Secondary School
curriculum covering 11 Subjects. A student can
learn, revise and discuss Mathematics, Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, English, Kiswahili, Civics,
History, Geography, Book Keeping and Commerce.
The digitized syllabus has been broken into over
2245 concepts to enable a student to understand
learning objectives of every topic and sub topic as
accessed from the Application Programmer’s
Interface (API).
Independent, flexible, anytime, anywhere learning
aided by eLearning is a catalyst for individually
paced comprehension and better learning outcomes.
The web platform is available on Free Basics
without any data charges.

MAKINI SMS - Premier revision
platform for Secondary School students
Makini SMS enables a student to revise through
subscribing to the platform by texting the word
Makini to 15397 and taking unlimited multiple
choice questions over 11 Secondary School subjects.
Each quiz consists of 5 multiple choice questions
supported by lessons
covering the subject
matter.
The
platform
is
accessible to both
smartphones and feature phones reaching out to low
income communities at only 100 Tshs a day and 500
Tshs a week for all subjects, all day long, without
limit of number of quizzes that can be taken.
The platform has 60,000 subscribers and 14,830
impact users that attempt a minimum of 3 quizzes in
a day.
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Learning Management System (LMS)
Shule Direct Learning Management System
We used to go to schools and find computers locked in a non functioning computer lab or crammed up in the
School Principal’s office, some still in their boxes. As much as we were having an increasing number of users on
the web, what we were seeing in schools called for answers. But what were the issues? Several, the cost of using
the computers is high, apart from electricity, connectivity is also expensive, there is lack of digital skills and a
general technophobia and the whole perception that using computers is a separate chore not in relation to the
usual academic or performance functions of the school or teachers and definitely, not students.
What we have learned so far in innovating, the solution always lies in the challenge. Our custom built Learning
Management System has a simple interface and editor for teachers, administrator and students dashboard to
enable them to not just be content consumers but also content creators. Shule Direct web as is, without the
interactive pages, is available on the LMS. The entire system can be accessed offline curbing connectivity costs
and enabling interaction between the different users within the school over Local Area Network.
Through the LMS, there is access to qualified educational resources, new learning behaviours, improvement in
digital skills and introduction of new teaching pedagogies.

Teachers’ Dashboard on Shule Direct LMS
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Android Application
Shule Direct Android App
Smartphones are getting cheaper and the convenience of the Internet socially and economically is much
sought after. While mobile phones penetration usage has reached 40 Million people, about 6.4 Million
people are estimated to be using smartphones from 2.9 Million in 2015.
This presented a new market opportunity to create access to our growing body of content through a
mobile application. Our Android App was born, enabling students and teachers learn, revise and share
over 11 Secondary School subjects. Launched in December, it had 10,000 downloads within 3 months.
Constantly iterating, we are updating it to have a special teacher focus, with teaching resources, content
creation tools and a peer-to-peer network for professional development.
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Android App Analytics

An analysis of Shule Direct App launched in December 2016
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Meet the #ShuleDirectors - our Awesome Users!

“I knew that computers were only for playing
games. I am grateful for the training received,
now I know that I can use a computer to learn
and it is very easy. The notes provided by Shule
Direct in the LMS will really help me to do well in
my studies. I advise my fellow students to come
and learn from this center, we now have all the
notes for Forms I – IV.” 16th June 2016
Veronica, a Form III student at Emanyata Secondary
School; beneficiary of the UNESCO – SAMSUNG Digital
Village in Ololosokwan, Loliondo District, Arusha

“I am overjoyed to receive these laptops that
are pre-installed with learning content in our
school today. This means our students with
special needs especially those with hearing
disabilities will now be able to learn easily and
at their own pace.” 27th February 2016

Mwl. Raphael Lukumai is a Special Needs Education
Teacher at Moshi Technical School, Kilimanjaro

“I registered on Shule Direct website last year when I decided to sit for the
Qualified Test (QT). I have been reading notes, attempting the past paper
questions; and taking part in different discussions on the website. I finally sat
for my exams in November and I am so grateful that I passed without ever
attending a class, I just showed up at the examination center.”
Luckson Laurent Kalembo, Dar Es Salaam
Examination Registration Number: M0632/0012

Visit www.shuledirect.co.tz/testimonials to read more from our users
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The Financials
As a not for profit social enterprise, we strive to generate revenues through our products as we continue
to fundraise for social impact. All proceeds are reinvested back into our programs.
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2016 Highlights
Partnership with UNESCO Digital Village Project
Content installation at Ololosokwan Digital Village
18 hours from our office in Dar es salaam. We found ourselves in a red soiled Maasai community in the
Northern part of Tanzania. Shule Direct installed its Learning Management System at Ololosokwan
UNESCO Digital Village located in Loliondo District. Aiming to serve four schools: Arash, Loliondo,
Soitsambu and Emanyata, it is a great honour to be part of the learning journey for these students and
bring knowledge to them from a touch of their fingertips.
Kenneth Pascal has naturally become a champion for Shule Direct, he has not only been able to access
educational resources for his lessons but he is hooked onto the prospects of technology. Packed with
digital skills, he is now confident than ever of his future.

Kenneth Pascal, student at Emanyata Secondary School, demonstrating Shule Direct LMS at
UNESCO Digital Village, Ololosokwan
This project was implemented in Loliondo Division because of its importance as a habitat for
Maasai pastoralists. With the core objective of improving access to information for local
communities, the Digital Village project will also enhance the role of the local government in the
provision of social services to the population especially those who are excluded and marginalised.
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E - Learning Africa Conference 2016
Shule Direct gave a presentation on ‘The Potential of an Educational Content Repository’ for
educational technologies at the annual eLearning Africa Conference which brings together educational
stakeholders incorporating technology in their work in public and private sector.

Baseline Study on the Outcome of e-Learning Platforms on Academic
Performance in Secondary Schools
Some of the Findings:
● Form III and IV are more exposed to e-learning platforms than Form I and II
● Majority of students at 64.75% use class teachers’ notes to study
● 82.29% are aware of availability of online study materials while 15.71% are not aware
● 78.7% would like to use e-learning platforms for revision

Nomination - Best Educational Application in Africa by Apps Africa
Innovation Awards 2016
It was a great honour for Shule Direct to be among the Finalists of the Best Educational Innovations in
Africa at the Apps Africa Innovation Awards 2016.
Apps Africa, a leading pan-African technology news portal and advisory service, organized Apps Africa
Awards to promote and honour great innovation across the mobile and tech ecosystem in Africa. An
independent panel of leading industry experts received diverse entries from 25 African countries. The
finalists and winners were chosen on how they use technology to disrupt business models, empower
people and drive positive social impact across the continent.

Winner - Leading Woman in Tech in Africa by Apps Africa Innovation
Awards 2016
The highlight of the 2016 Apps Africa Innovation Awards for Shule Direct was the win by our Founder
and Executive Director Ms. Faraja Nyalandu as the leading
woman in technology in Africa through her work with Shule
Direct and Shule Plus.
We hope that this recognition will encourage other young
women in Africa from all backgrounds and expertise to get
into technology and innovation for greater good. Women in
Technology suffer from stereotypes that hinder their potential
and discourage other women from pursuing the industry.
Winning this award has a clear message; it is possible.
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New Strategic Plan 2017 – 2020
We have completed our first Strategic Plan 2013 – 2016 and have designed a new strategic plan to guide
our operations for the next 3 years (2016 – 2019).

NMB Wajibu Platform Launched on Shule Direct Web and SMS
Shule Direct and National Microfinance Bank Plc (NMB) have launched Financial Education on Shule
Direct digital learning platforms to empower young people with money management skills and
incorporate a savings culture in Tanzania. The interactive online and mobile SMS content teaches
youth on setting goals, working towards them, learning about best practices in saving and fulfilling their
dreams. Shule Direct has successfully curated the educational content and made it available to its
growing database of over 300,000 users on the web platform www.shuledirect.co.tz and on MAKINI
SMS available through texting the word MAKINI to 15397 (Tigo users). Jifunze, Jipange WAJIBIKA! (Learn, Get Organized – Be Responsible) also include parents to help parents and youth
save together. As one parent states, “It’s the parent’s responsibility, and it’s the teen’s responsibility to use these
savings well.” It is of extreme importance that such knowledge is available early on than later in life so
that it becomes a lifelong behaviour.

Shule Direct Android App Launch
Shule Directors have been having so much fun with Ticha Kidevu, we think there should be more of
him around the world. Students learning anytime, anywhere need digital teachers to teach them
whenever they want, wherever they are. The Android app enables teachers to create their own content
and share it instantly with thousands of students. Students get to learn, not just from Shule Direct, but
from their favorite teachers too.
Shule Direct Android App is a content creation tool, a platform for teachers to be empowered, create,
network, a students’ learning resource for 11 Secondary School subjects, a Discussion forum and an
emblem of excellence.
The app is Free, education after all is a right and not a priviledge.
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Team
What Makes us so special?
Our Team is made of people from different fields; Tech Developers, Social Scientists, Teachers,
Finance Experts and Lawyers and we have managed to speak the same language
● We embrace an ‘open door’ policy; no hierarchies, you can reach out to anyone, anytime!
● We custom make our office lunch menu to suit different interests; compromise is the word
● The team is the first user testing group for any feature or product, we are our own critics
● Our office seating plan is an epitome of simplicity and open communication; no walls, no
cubicles
● We believe every person has a skill or knowledge or an experience to share, that’s why we have
a ‘Learning Agenda’ activity where we learn from each other any interesting or preferred topic
● Birthdays are a big deal, it is always a party!
Our mission surpasses our challenges, we succeed as a whole and struggle without the system. Our eyes
are fixed on the prize but we also take joy in how we get there.
●
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Shule Direct Organization Structure 2016
Executive
Director

Chief Technology
Of6icer

Senior
Mobile
Developer

Senior
Web
Developer
UI/UX
Developer

Content
Development
Director

Educational
Content
Developers

Finance &
Administrat
ion Director
Accountant
&
Administrat
ion Manager

Communications
Director

Monitoring &
Evaluation
Director

Sales &
Marketin
g
Manager

Content Quality
Assurance
Committee

Partners and Networks
The Funders

‘I am what I am because of who we all are’ - Ubuntu
Interesting Facts about our Funders

● Tigo and Reach for Change
A hybrid of the corporate world and
community development; they have
taught us how to stick to our social
impact vision while incorporating a
strong business and financial model.
A kickstarter who opened so many
doors for us.
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● Human Development Innovation Fund Funded by DFID
The biggest risk takers we know, true innovators at heart who are willing to take leaps of faith with us
for young learners and the education sector. A confidant who constantly instills confidence in us.
Innovation is taking calculated risks through constant pivots and it is important for a funder to go with
you all the way.

● Segal Family Foundation
There is something special about a funder who keeps taking you back to why you started. Who wants
you not to derail from the mission, who reminds you of the community, of the target market and the
whole point of existence. That is SFF for us. They see the big picture but do not miss the details that
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539 Old Bagamoyo Road
Msasani Village
P. O. Box 105821
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